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Ram Contractor-Grade  
Snow and Ice Control Equipment

Clear more properties in less time
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When clean surfaces are a must
Whether you’re clearing driveways, roads or large commercial lots, with Ram snow plows and 
spreaders, you’re the master of it. Our full line of snow removal equipment allows you to clear 
more properties faster and with proven dependability. All Ram contractor-grade plows feature:  

• Moldboards with aggressive attack angles to move more snow in less time
• Pistol-grip controllers with self-diagnostics and hands-free plowing
• Covered hydraulic systems to keep debris out
• Simple two-piece plugs for easy connecting and disconnecting
• Tubular steel on all push-frames and A-frames providing the most strength possible to the

moldboard
• Standard	snow	deflectors	to	keep	snow	away	from	the	windshield
• An	industry-leading	five	year	warranty

All Ram pickup trucks and chassis cab require a snow plow prep package.



Ram Drive Pro™ 7’6”
Clear driveways start here

The Ram Drive Pro is a rugged snow plow made of 
lightweight, high-strength steel which means less wear 
and	tear	on	your	vehicle	and	better	fuel	efficiency.		
The	Ram	Drive	Pro	offers	commercial-grade	plow	
construction and performance that’s perfect for driveways 
and small commercial lots.  

Other features:

• Easy-on/easy-off	single-pull	pin	mount	that	leaves	the 
vehicle with a showroom appearance when not plowing

• Field-adjustable trip springs
• Slot and tab construction for a stronger moldboard
• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights
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Plows for select Ram 1500 pickup trucks

Ram Lot Pro™

More rugged, by a lot

Always ready for action, the Ram Lot Pro gives you a 
rugged partner to clear large parking lots whenever your 
customers call. Its industry-leading 32” high moldboard 
allows you to move more snow in less time.

Other features:

• 75-degree attack angle for quicker and better clearing
• Optional all-steel multi-position wings
• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Plows for select Ram 2500/3500 pickup trucks 
and 3500/4500/5500 chassis cab
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Ram Diamond Edge™

Give your business a real edge

The Ram Diamond Edge plow is perfect when plowing 
heavy, wet snow. Standing at 32.5” tall and featuring a 
70-degree attack angle, it’s designed to move more snow
in less time than competitive contractor plows.

Other features:

• Bottom-trip design so only the lower portion of the
blade gives way minimizing load loss

• Standard reversible cutting edge for extended plow life
• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Plows for select Ram 2500/3500 pickup trucks 
and 3500/4500/5500 chassis cab

Ram Super-V3™

Versatility at your command

The	Ram	Super-V3	offers	aggressive	styling	and	
incredible plowing performance. This contractor-grade 
plow	has	independently	controlled	flared	wings	that	give	
you	the	flexibility	to	go	to	a	V,	scoop	or	straight-blade	
configuration	with	the	press	of	a	button. Super-V3	
plows	are available in carbon steel and stainless steel.

Other features:

• Bottom-trip moldboard design makes plowing more
efficient

• Better back-dragging with double-acting locking
cylinders

• Wing	deflectors	and	an	upper-sealed	center	deflector
keep	snow	off	your	windshield

• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights
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Ram Road Pro™ 32
When open roads are the only option

Perfect for clearing side streets, parking lots and cul-de-
sacs,	the	Road	Pro	32	features	flared	wings	and	a	scoop	
and funnel moldboard design to maximize snow rolling 
action. Standing at 32” high, it allows you to clear more 
snow in less time.

Other features:

• 2” x 10” heavy-duty hydraulic rams for reliable
performance

• Six trip springs to handle the punishment found in
municipal applications

• Electric hydraulic system allows you to add a Road Pro
32 to a vehicle without central hydraulics

• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Ram Super Blade™

Extend your capabilities

With the press of a button, the Ram Super Blade 
expands from 8’ to 10.5’ and back again or anywhere in 
between. The wings extend as a pair, or independently, 
at your command. The Super Blade is 32” high in the 
center of the moldboard, while the outer adjustable 
wings measure 36” high, giving unprecedented plowing 
efficiency.

Other features:

• Features a tubular pivot bar, with a heavy-duty center
support, running the entire length of the critical snow
impact area of the blade

• Wings are reinforced with ribs to take on the toughest
plowing jobs worry-free

• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Plows for select Ram 2500/3500 pickup trucks 
and 3500/4500/5500 chassis cab
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Ram Lot Pro™ Light Duty
Be fully armed with an earlier model 1500 pickup

Engineered	specifically	for	select	1/2-ton	Ram	trucks	
with	snow plow prep packages, the Lot Pro LD 
combines light weight with commercial-grade toughness 
to handle tight spaces and long driveways easily.

Other features:

• 28” high moldboard to move more snow in less time
• 75-degree attack angle for superior plowing
• Heavy-duty rams for outstanding back dragging

performance
• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Ram Super-V3™ Light Duty
Versatility for your earlier model 1500 pickup

Designed for select Ram 1500 trucks, the Ram Super-V3 LD 
is capable of the toughest snowplowing jobs. It features 
flared	wings	spanning	7’6”	in	length,	and	has	trip-edge	
moldboards	for	more	efficient	and	shock-absorbent	
plowing. 

Other features:

• Better back-dragging with double-acting locking
cylinders

• Wing	deflectors	and	an	upper-sealed	center	deflector
keep	snow	off	your	windshield

• Standard Nite Saber® LED lights

Plows for earlier model Ram 1500 pickup trucks 
Available for 1994-2012 models



Ram Base Line 240/400
Economical ice control

Ram	Base	Line	(BL)	tailgate	spreaders	offer	affordable,	
high-performance ice control. Base Line spreaders easily 
attach to any vehicle with a two-inch receiver hitch and 
are the perfect choice for small- to medium-sized jobs 
like icy driveways and small lots.

Other features:

• Patented brush auger stops salt leakage
• Intuitive in-cab controller delivers a precise spread

pattern up to 25 feet
• 1/6 HP direct-drive motor provides superior clump-

busting performance
• Hopper capacity available in 240 lbs. or 400 lbs.
• 2-year warranty

Ram Blaster™ 350S/750RS
Control the flow of any material

Built with the most powerful spreader motor available, 
the Ram Blaster tailgate spreader has the power you 
need, while the material management system lets you 
spread what you want, where you want. The 
commercial-grade Blaster is compatible with 1/2-ton and 
larger trucks with a two-inch receiver.

Other features:

• Features	a 1/2 HP	motor,	the	most	powerful	available
• S Series comes standard with vibrator for steady-
flowing	material

• Accessories	available	for	custom	configuration—from 
auger options to vibrator kits

• Hopper capacity available in 350 lbs. or 750 lbs.
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Spreaders for Ram 1500/2500/3500 pickup trucks

Ram Base Line 400 shown

Ram Blaster 750RS shown



Ram Plows 
    Model     Black Iron Package Moldboard Length Moldboard Part # Complete Assembly Part #

Drive Pro  41120 7’6” 79498K – 
Lot Pro Light Duty 41160 7’6” 79275K – 

7’6” 79400K – 
 8’ 79401K –Lot Pro 41670

8’6” 79402K – 
9’ 79403K –

7’6” 74350K – 
 8’ 74351K –Diamond Edge 41680

8’6” 74352K – 
9’ 74353K –
8’ 79338K –

Road Pro 32 41690 9’ 79454K –
10’ 79455K –

Super-V3 Light Duty – 7’6” – 73220 
8’6” – 73650 

Super-V3 Carbon Steel – 9’6” – 73750 
10’6” – 73800 
8’6” – 73685 

Super-V3 Stainless Steel – 9’6” – 73785 
10’6” – 73885 

Super Blade – 8’ - 10’6” – 73310 

Ram Spreaders 
Model Model # Capacity Part # 

240 240 lbs. 73111
Base Line

400 400 lbs. 76101 
350S 350 lbs. 77001 

Blaster
750RS 750 lbs. 79010

Models Available

To identify the right plow for your Ram truck, 
please visit: meyerproducts.com/configure
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Meyer Snow Plows are protected by one or more of the following patents: 8006413, D0507999 S, D05179635, 
8453358, 8695238, 7,918,042 B2, CA 2,677,509 C, D0517963 S, EP 1,989,402 B1, ES 2,346,587, 6138388, 
7,591,087 B2, 7,661,211 B2, 7,793,440 B1, 8739437, 8793906, CA 2,604,085C, 6354024, 6276075, 6,318,975 
B1, 6564479, 6256909, 6594923, 6618964, 7114270, 7117617, 7290359, D399326 S, CA 2,300,012 C, CA 
2,314,772 C, CA 2,331,653 C, CA 2,370,925 C, CA 2,455,637 C, CA 2,653,801 C, CA 2,654,856, EP 1,010,809, 
7353628, 6153975, 6273729, CA 2,260,509 C, CA 2,282,045 C, CA 2,293,858 C, CA 2,298,243 C, 6265829, 
6015219, 6005300, 6163985, 8,887,413, 9,278,645, 9,346,394, 9,205,788

Meyer Spreaders are protected by one or more of the following patents: 6698997, CA 2,415,540 C, 7588195, 
8448882, 8505837, 8523086, 8657208, 6186731, 6,793,154 B2, 6722590, 6715703, 6978952, 6932287, 8505838, 
8827002, 5842649, CA 2,435,106 C, 6364598, 9,127,425, 9,127,425, 9,371,621, 6,722,590, 6,715,703, 6,932,287, 
6,978,252, 9,371,621, 9,085,862, 9,096,979.




